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WESTLAKE

Work on westbound I-90 Columbia ramps coming
By TOM CORRIGAN
The second phase of work to
rebuild the Interstate 90-Columbia
Road interchange is about to come
oﬀ the drawing board.
The project, estimated to cost
$4.3 million, is to go out to bid
in 2022, said ODOT District 12

Public Information Officer Brett
Kovacs. He anticipated a one-year
construction time.
Work will involve rebuilding the
westbound side of the interchange by
consolidating traﬃc and revamping
intersections.
The eastbound on ramps and oﬀ

ramps were reconstructed in 2017
at a cost of $3.6 million. As with
that project, funding will be split
50-50 between the city and state,
City Engineer Robert Kelly said.
Work will include removing a
westbound exit ramp to northbound
Columbia. The exit removal will

redirect traﬃc onto a looped ramp
heading from westbound I-90 to
southbound Columbia.
Safety is the reason for the
changes, Kelly said.
“Right now, we have traﬃc signals
right on top of each other,” Kelly
Turn to 1-90 on Page 3

INSIDE
Our communities

Happy Thanksgiving
Westshore communities
share memories

erings with a somewhat down feeling. Despite

And stories from this Thanksgiving Day will be
recalled and shared as fond family memories
with future generations.
But now let’s enjoy memories of past Thanksgivings,
when families could cram into one house, ﬁll in around
one table and not worry about social distancing or
masks and just enjoy the fellowship and company
of family and friends and good food.

this, each of us has something to be thankful for.

See pages 11-14

This will be a Thanksgiving unlike any in our
lifetime. Thank you, COVID-19.
In this historic year, it will likely be a
Thanksgiving of small, same-household gath-
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season reaches end. A16

Winter Sports New

AVON LAKE-SHEFFIELD LAKE

coaches among those

Cities hope to tackle shoreline erosion problems

season. A17

By TOM CORRIGAN
Avon Lake and Sheﬃeld Lake
want to create a special district
along the shoreline that will allow
them to get low-interest loans to ﬁx
erosion problems along Lake Erie.
Their neighbors to the west,

Vermilion and the city of Lorain,
would also be part of the potential
district, meaning all 23 miles of
shoreline in Lorain County would
be covered.
“This is a wonderful potential
opportunity to deal with lake

erosion,” said Avon Lake Mayor
Greg Zilka. He added that erosion creates dangerous situations.
“People along the lake need to take
this very seriously.”
The state allows creation of
Special Improvement Districts for


0HPEHU)',&

various types of projects, but this
one would aim at erosion control.
Special Improvement Districts can
consist of as many communities
as are interested, but at least two
communities must be contiguous.
Turn to Erosion on Page 2
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adapting to uncertain
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